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• first Croatian musicologist (music historian and
 ethnomusicologist)

The correspondence

• collected in thirteen books,  
 so-called Briefcopirbücher
• ca. 3 000 letters
• copies and concepts of his   
 sent letters
• Gothic, Latin and Cyrillic   
 script
•  time span from 1860 to 1911

• work in progress
• names and surnames (II and III vol.)
• places (hometowns of the addressees)
• notions and sources 
• name variants are specified
• brief biographies
• one can search by the certain date or range of dates,   
 terms, compositions or other kind of works of art
 (librettos or texts), persons, addresses, places, key      
 words (such as employment, biographical data or title)

• the list as well as all the biographical data of all addressees mentioned in the II    
 and III book of the correspondence will be of a great significance in preparing
 critical editions (transliteration in Latin script, translation into Croatian, and
 comments supplementing each letter)
• the database will be of a great value for making a comprehensive Kuhač’s
 biography, bibliography and zeitgeist.

         The database

 http://hmd-music.org/netmus19/index.php

• several searchable topics: Entries, Works, Notions,     
 Persons, Sources
• three thematic areas:
 1) the diary of the Dubrovnik nobleman, diplomat and      
 composer Luka Sorkočević (1734-1789) documenting
 his sojourn in Vienna
 2) performances of foreign itinerant opera companies   
 and soloists in Zagreb in the mid-19th century
    3) Franjo Ksaver Kuhač's correspondence 

• a comprehensive research on Kuhač’s contacts will
 result with insights which will offer a deeper
 understanding of the relations between political and  
 cultural circumstances not only in Croatia, but also in  
 the Austrian, i.e. Austro-Hungarian Empire

• elational type of data base    
 with a MySQL management   
 system
• driven application with PHP
• data organized in tables


